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On August 12, 1911, John Lee, an unemployed
newcomer unfamiliar to local blacks in the vicinity of Durant, for
reasons known only to himself went on a crime rampage. He began
by threatening and knocking down a black track employee, then
shooting at but missing him. Next he invaded the Campbell farm
about three miles north of Durant. On it lived the husband Redden,
his wife Fanny, and their three children. Because it was Saturday
afternoon, the husband had gone to town. Lee asked Mrs. Campbell
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for food and she provided some. Then, in the presence of the chil-
dren, he raped or attempted to rape her (accounts differ). As he fled,
Lee shot and fatally injured her. Hurrying southwestward, he at-
tempted to rob a store, but the occupant drove him off with a shot-
gun.1

Like lightning, news of the crime flashed through the county. The
sheriff deputized several men to accompany him in the hunt for
Lee. In a short time, a lynch mob gathered. So numerous did it be-
come that it quickly engulfed the sheriff and his subordinates. As
the crowd trailed Lee, groups from Denison patrolled the south
bank of the Red River to prevent the fugitive from escaping into
Texas. Aided by the full moon, the lynching party overtook Lee a lit-
tle after midnight in a glen near the hamlet of Platter. The desper-
ate suspect fired a few futile shots at his pursuers, but the mob rid-
dled Lee with bullets. After he died, they fired dozens of shots into
his body.2

The lynchers took Lee's corpse back to Durant, intent on burning
it at once in the still-dark hours of the early morning. Officials man-
aged to restrain them long enough to show Lee's body to the still-
conscious Fanny Campbell. One of the characteristics of lynch mobs
was an insistence upon identifying the suspect as the culprit,
whether the person was or not. In Lee's case, the participants had
reason to feel reassured. The largely public nature of his crimes
made identification easy and in all probability correct. Mrs. Camp-
bell, a daughter, and others verified that the remains were those of
her assailant. That accomplished, and daylight having arrived, the
frenzied crowd-estimated at between 500 and several thousand-
took the body to a vacant lot between First and Second Streets on
the north side of the railroad tracks and burnt it. To conclude the
ceremony, "many spectators secured parts of the body as souvenirs,"
a frequent and dismaying characteristic of lynch-burnings. 3

John Lee was one of 121 people lynched in Oklahoma between
the 1880s, when fairly accurate statistics began to be kept, and
1930. The state's trail of lynchings marks a dark pathway through
its history. However, Oklahoma was far from unique in that respect.
At one time or another there were lynchings in all but a few states.
The Midwest and the West had considerable numbers. However, be-
cause of race conflicts, they took place much more often in the
South. Very few happened in the Northeast. In the same period,
1886-1930, 292 occurred in Arkansas, 492 in Texas, 116 in Mis-
souri, 52 in Kansas, and 76 in Colorado. 4 Although all three races-
Native American, white, and black-offered victims, by far the larg-
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est number and percentage were African Americans. 5 In the early
years of record-keeping, lynchings of blacks in Oklahoma repre-
sented only a minority of the total. The crimes for which individuals
were lynched included horse-stealing, cattle-rustling, murder, rape,
felonious assault, and related crimes. By statehood, blacks com-
prised only 8 to 10 percent of the population, but eventually repre-
sented about one-third of Oklahoma lynchings.6 While that figure
seems modest when set alongside the many times more killed in the
1921 Tulsa race riot, the nature of individual extralegal executions
over a long span of years makes that phase of the state's past both
memorable and regrettable.

The black lynchings fell into fairly discernable patterns. Between
1886 and 1907, fourteen met death by illegal execution. In the much
shorter interlude between 1907 and mid-1915, when the United
States Supreme Court outlawed the state's grandfather clause, fif-
teen more were extralegally executed. Another thirteen were put to
death over the course of the next fifteen years.7 Clearly, the middle
interval embracing the early years of statehood constitutes the high
point for lynchings in the state and included the one at Durant.

The Durant case is instructive when examined as an example of
the more general phenomenon of lynchings. From the analysis of
extralegal executions by mobs, several verifiable patterns have
emerged. The lynching that occurred in Bryan County exemplifies
those verities quite well. For instance, a majority of lynching, in-
cluding the one at Durant, took place in the summer. A second trend
is that blacks were most vulnerable to lynching when their num-
bers were relatively small in relation to the white population of an
area. 8 That held true of Oklahoma lynchings generally and of the
Bryan County instance in particular.

A generalization that applies only partly to the Durant situation
asserts that, contrary to white Southern belief, rape, not murder,
stood first among lynching causes. Rape actually ranks second, ac-
counting for one-fourth to one-fifth of the cases.9 The proportion
may be a little low, because often in cases of rape followed by mur-
der the greater crime became the listed cause. A rape-murder had
preceded the Durant lynching, making it a perfect example of the
white stereotype as to causation. However, it is listed as murder be-
cause the greater crime absorbed the initiating one.'°

Another familiar finding is that following a mob-perpetrated ho-
micide the lynchers, bystanders, and surrounding populace closed
ranks to protect the offenders from punishment and the community
from outside condemnation. A reign of silence would follow.1" Al-
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The early police force in Durant (p. 298)
included (sitting, 1 to r) Ruel Taylor
and John Williams, and (standing, l to
r) Dan Collins and Elzie Harmon
(Courtesy Oklahoma Historical Society,
No. 15216, p. 298; courtesy L. David
Norris, right).

most always the first objective would be realized, but often not the
second. In the Durant area lynching, the first was fully achieved,
and the second to a considerable extent. As for the wall of silence
and secrecy, remarkably, more than eight decades later it continues
to linger.' 2

Turning to lynching causes, some reasonable suppositions have
been propounded that go beyond the deed itself as reason. One con-
cept holds that poorer whites obtained social gratification from the
pursuit of a person lower on the social scale than themselves. An-
other is that the lack of amusements or variety in early-twenti-
eth-century rural conditions-and most lynchings took place in
those surroundings-gave impetus to extralegal killings as a spe-
cies of entertainment. A variant of this suggests that in an outdoor
environment some were encouraged to participate in the tracking
down of a black fugitive, whether as posse members or free-lancers,
because of the resemblance to a hunt.'3 The Durant situation bore
some likeness to that proposition.

When the Durant slaying occurred, it did not happen as an iso-
lated event, but as a glaring example of the racial tensions that
were present from the late 1800s on and intensified in the 1907-
1915 period. In the territorial years, as an inflow of blacks began to
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supplement the small territorial
black population, the then-lim-
ited and informal segregation
seemed increasingly to exasper-
ate the whites. Numerous in-
stances of racial turmoil were re-
ported. By the early 1900s the
black population-though still
small in relation to whites-was
growing more numerous, adding
to their visibility. Some owned

Island, and the distinct possibility" arose that they might become se-
rious rivals for access to the new
state's economic resources.'4

Meantime, as the white popu-
lation also increased, a distinctly
north-south settlement pattern
emerged in the state. In the
northern portion a preponder-
ance of Midwestern settlers es-

In a rare surviving photograph, several tablished themselves, as con-
Bryan Countians stand around the trasted to Southern ones in the
body of John Lee before they burned it south and southeast. Similarly,
(Courtesy L. David Norris) politically, a Republican majority

lived north of Oklahoma City
and south and east of it a Democratic one. From the standpoint of
whites' dislike of blacks, the "lily-white" Republicans differed very
little from the Democrats.' 5 On an issue as disturbing as a lynching,
though, the Republican press did show a greater concern for the
need for upholding legalities.

As statehood approached, the huge white majority acted at the
state level to consolidate the advantages they enjoyed and to ensure
that blacks would be relegated to an inferior position. As Oklahoma
entered fully into the Union, it did so geographically as a western
state but for all practical purposes as the only southern state ad-
mitted after the Civil War. Republican territorial rule gave way at
statehood to Democratic, which facilitated the process. While the
state began promisingly by the enactment of progressive reforms
typical of the times, in race relations southern practices became the
rule. White intolerance intensified. The 1907 statehood constitution
would have included a grandfather clause had not Theodore Roose-
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velt's administration made it plain that it would oppose admission
if one were enacted. Once admission was secured, the legislature
added an amendment to that effect in 1910. Before and immedi-
ately after statehood, there were increasing instances of whites, af-
ter an incident of racial strain, driving blacks even out of their seg-
regated portion of the communities in which they lived. The first
state legislature also formalized the segregation by means of strict
laws separating the races in schooling, travel, and other interracial
circumstances. Though the United States Supreme Court over-
turned the grandfather clause in 1915, thereby theoretically restor-
ing the full vote to blacks, it actually was held to a very low level by
other means for many years after.16

Those actions tended to confirm whites in their conviction that
blacks were racially inferior.17 The reprehensibility of lynching a
black person thereby diminished proportionately and in time of cri-
sis made the deed easier to commit. That may have been a factor in
accounting for the increased pace of lynchings in the early state-
hood years. Likewise, it might help to explain why, when the num-
ber of such lynchings nationwide-and to a limited extent, even in
the South-showed a downward trend, in Oklahoma a proportion-
ate increase occurred. 18

In southeastern Oklahoma-"Little Dixie"-those trends stood
out in especially bold relief. After the turn of the century, Durant be-
gan to grow rapidly. White newcomers came predominantly from
south of the Red River from Sherman east to Bonham, Texas. Near
Denison, but on the north side of the river, Bryan County took its
name from a visit by the famous "Great Commoner," William Jen-
nings Bryan, with Durant as the county seat. By 1910 the county-
wide population exceeded 10,000. Whites comprised 90 percent. The
Choctaws had lived in the area since the 1830s, well before whites
or blacks arrived in any numbers. Third, a small number of blacks
trickled in between 1908 and 1910. Their proportion was less than
their statewide average. As the largest town, Durant became the re-
gional as well as the county center. By 1910 its population had
reached 5,300. A line of smaller towns stretched from just north of
the river northeastward to Caddo. They included, in ascending or-
der, Colbert, with about 300 in population, Sterrett or Calera at
about 600, and Caddo at about 1,500. Within each town a segre-
gated black community lived, and at Atoka, farther northward,
blacks comprised a considerable minority. In rural Bryan County
about 2,880 white and 446 black farmers tilled the land. Whatever
may have been their expectations in settling, they made only a fair
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living. Seventy-eight percent were tenants. Farms averaged about
100 acres.' 9

While blacks were tolerated because of their small proportions in
the villages and the countryside, that was not the case at the re-
gional "capital." Many whites believed that in an urban area, if the
races lived in large numbers in close proximity, the resultant fric-
tion increased the possibility of a race riot.20 In Durant, a town esti-
mated by its leading citizen-the state's third governor, Robert L.
Williams-as 80 percent Democratic, blacks had little or no place.2'
The citizens tried to portray their community as all-white. At the
time of the town's application to the state legislature for the estab-
lishment of a new normal school there, it portrayed itself as "the
most moral city in the state-a place of churches, culture, refine-
ment, a community without Negroes, dives, joints, or lawlessness-
white as the dropping snow."22 Actually, Durant was not entirely
white. The 1910 census listed thirteen blacks.23 As gardeners, do-
mestic servants, and railroad workers, their actual number proba-
bly doubled or trebled the official figure. Nevertheless, their sum
was only a small fraction of the town. Despite that, the white out-
look was not a favorable portent should a crisis arise.

An early instance of violence happened just prior to statehood.
On March 31, 1907, Jim Williams, a black, was lynched at Sterrett
for the crime of rape. Newspaper descriptions of the victim's iden-
tification of the accused suggest that she correctly picked out her
assailant. The crime actually had taken place at Colbert just north
of the river. For the defendant's safety, the sheriff and his deputy
set forth across the countryside to lodge him in the Durant jail. At
Sterrett a lynch mob intercepted them, making off with Williams.
News of an impending lynching quicky attracted interest. A crowd
gathered, a part of which consisted of a group of drunken revelers
who arrived by train. Williams' hanging occurred off an oil derrick
before a throng of about 500. No injury was inflicted on the body
afterward.24

Within a year or two after the lynching, extreme anti-black feel-
ing subsided, only to start up again from 1910 on. That probably
was connected to a further influx of blacks to the area. While still
proportionately small, any increase made them more noticeable
and consequently more disliked. Some secured jobs and a few ob-
tained land that otherwise would have fallen to whites.2 1

Several other circumstances kept the whites in a state of unease.
One was that railroad and river repairs brought in a few drifters
and lawbreakers. 26 Both races were among them, but the whites no-
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ticed only the blacks. Second, Bryan County farms were mostly iso-
lated. If the husband happened to be away, and a criminal passed
by, it made a home a risky place for the wife and children to be.27 In
that situation, the county resembled many areas of the rural South,
where lynchings easily occurred when blacks committed crimes or
allegedly did so.23 In Oklahoma in that period, the increased con-
struction in the settled areas along with the isolation of the rural
ones probably help explain the increased pace of lynchings. A more
direct influence was that the state's second governor, Lee Cruce, re-
frained from ordering implementation of the death penalty for con-
victed murderers. The governor's restraint had the effect of encour-
aging potential lynchers to give free rein to their hatreds. 29

Third, whites in the county may have taken for granted that
blacks were more disposed to criminality than were members of
their own race. 30 In that regard, the evidence indicates they were
probably correct. As urbanization increased in the late nineteenth
century, the crime rate soared with it. W. E. B. DuBois, not then as
familiar a name as Booker T. Washington, pointed out that the
crime rate was increasing among whites as well as blacks.31 That
was undoubtedly true. However, Walter F. Willcox, chief statistician
in the United States Census Office, offered statistics to show that in
both North and South the rate of increase among blacks much ex-
ceeded that among whites. 32 Some blacks focused on that very prob-
lem. At a Negro Conference at Hampton, Virginia, in July, 1898, one
of the resolutions concluded that "the criminal record of the colored
race in all parts of the country is alarming in its proportions." 33

For about three weeks after the assault on Fanny Campbell,
Bryan County lived in the grip of fear. She died the day after the
lynching. That her children were left motherless heightened white
fury. Several tendencies characteristic of the aftermaths of lynch-
ings quickly made their appearance. One was the relentless hound-
ing of blacks to the point of driving them from the county. Governor
Cruce, though so exceptionally liberal in his opposition to capital
punishment, did not otherwise differ from his fellow whites' views
on the other race. 34 Consequently, when informed of the Durant cri-
sis, he decided the turmoil was a problem for the people of Bryan
County to work out for themselves. 35 His inaction virtually ceded to
the whites carte blanche to impose their will.

The expulsion commenced in Durant. Even while some were
shouting for the burning of John Lee's body, others passed through
the streets demanding that any blacks in the town should leave im-
mediately. They issued threats to white families who did not expel
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their servants quickly enough. Durant's black population shrank
quickly from few to none. On the day of Mrs. Campbell's death, the
blacks' plight was worsened by the spread of two unfounded ru-
mors. According to one, a group of blacks with mayhem in mind had
seized a train at Atoka with the intention of descending upon
Durant to rescue their brethren. That brought a crowd of 500 armed
whites to the railroad station to await the non-existent raiders. The
other equally inflammatory tale had it that a second white woman
had been raped and murdered. Such false stories also contributed to
the departure during the week of numerous blacks from Caddo and
Colbert. In the case of the former, posters proclaiming "Kaddo
Klan-Our Password: We Do" hastened the withdrawals. In Colbert
and vicinity, the whites succeeded in punishing themselves as well
as blacks. White labor was in short supply. With blacks leaving the
area and their brethren on the Texas side unwilling to cross the
river, hundreds of acres of cotton planting went to ruin.3 6

The final act in the Bryan County racial troubles took place ex-
actly three weeks after the events in Durant. In the midnight hours
of September 2-3 a party of night riders raided a black family in
their home southwest of Caddo. In the exchange of gunfire a white
farmer, Horace Gribble, died. He had his face covered with a mask.
In the yard, authorities found a stick of dynamite. Nevertheless,
Gribble's companions claimed to be innocent travelers. Another
lynching party began to form. However, officials whisked the blacks
in the house off to another county. They also let it be known that the
black family were the victims, not the aggressors. That dampened
the would-be lynchers' spirit. Nonetheless, the remaining blacks in
Caddo fled by whatever means they had. They had to sell their pos-
sessions-household goods, livestock, leases on farms-at a fraction
of their value to the vast profit of white purchasers.37 The local
weekly expressed some remorse in referring to the exiles: "Many
pathetic scenes were enacted. Some of the blacks had lived here al-
most all of their lives, and tears streamed down their faces when
talking of affairs through which they must suffer though not by any
means guilty themselves."8 The Muskogee Phoenix also found
words of sympathy: "Tonight the negro quarter is a deserted village.
Lonely, quiet, darkened of light, altogether empty of life, in contrast
to the noisy pace the day before, it makes the events that transpired
seem unreal, a dream distorted nightmare."39 In that fashion Caddo
joined Durant in becoming an all-white town.

With blacks expelled and whites returning to their everyday
lives, the important remaining issue concerned the punishment
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that might befall the lynchers and rioters for their lawlessness.40

Early in the century in the South, that was almost a theoretical
question. Lynchers practically never spent even a day in jail. Actu-
ally that usually was true in the North as well; the infrequency of
lynchings in that region tended to obscure non-incarceration.41 In
Durant's case, the usual outcome came to pass, but not through neg-
ligence on the part of judicial officials.

The district judge and the county attorney were respectively R. H.
Ferguson and J. T. McIntosh, both Democrats. The judge impaneled
three grand juries, and McIntosh spoke forcefully before them. In
Durant, the chamber of commerce commended both judge and at-
torney for their efforts. No evidence of public approbation followed,
so nothing further emanated from that quarter. On the other hand,
the United States commissioner in Durant, a Republican, wrote a
letter to the Durant Daily Democrat protesting the officials' insis-
tence on seeking indictments. For his efforts he received a tempo-
rary incarceration for contempt of court. Public sentiment was
plainly with him. In the first two grand juries, indictment for lynch-
ing was the charge. Both were dismissed because in only one week
the witnesses claimed to be unable to recall any of the participants
in the unforgettable scenes of the night and early morning of Au-
gust 13. For the third jury, the charges were reduced to incitement
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to riot and unlawful assembly. That produced the indictment of
about fifteen people. None ever came to trial. The lynching case
ended with no one convicted of anything.42

Another of the characteristics of lynchings related to whites' con-
viction that, for rapes and murders committed by blacks, lynchings
and burnings served as a deterrent. Quite the contrary was the
case; they seem to have incited rather than discouraged rape. That
seeming anomaly received the attention of several respected au-
thorities. According to James E. Cutler, the "facts . . . indicate that
lynching for [rape], instead of having a repressive influence, has di-
rectly stimulated its perpetration."43 Long after Cutler, Walter
White advanced the identical view: "The vast amount of advertising
which lynchings have given to allegations of sex crimes has induced
subnormal Negroes to attempt crimes of rape, the power of sugges-
tion being as potent as it is."" Earlier in the century, Walter Willcox
and others came to the same conclusion, but in his case he argued
that the reason lay in some blacks' desire to obtain revenge for their
mistreatment by whites.4 5

Cutler added that "assaults on white women have occurred
again and again immediately following . .. such crime, and they
have so occurred in the same neighborhood where the lynching took
place."46 As if to bear that out exactly, in the weeks after Bryan
County's homicide by mob three attempts to rape white women oc-
curred. In light of the previous events, one might suspect that the
accusers were simply expressing prejudice or panic, but newspaper
accounts have the ring of authenticity. In two of the instances, the
women's identifications of their alleged attackers read as if they
were truthful.4 7 In the third instance, a third party's description
seems reliable. Even more remarkable, only about ten days after
the Durant rape-murder and lynching exactly the same sequence of
events unfolded at Purcell, considerably to the northwest. 48 How-
ever, it cannot be known if events in Durant impelled the Purcell
criminal to his misdeeds-and his lynching.

How did the press respond to the Durant turmoil? Particularly
instructive, in terms of both sides of the racial equation, was the re-
sponse of the black newspapers. They neither tried to mitigate Lee's
atrocious crimes nor questioned the suitability of any death sen-
tence other than by lynching. Primarily, however, they laid empha-
sis on white inconsistency and cruelty. The then-well-known black
town of Boley had a weekly, the Progressive, which stressed that
whites liked to advise blacks to drive out their lawless fringe with-
out offering the same advice with regard to their own, starting with
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lynchers. Further, the Progressive dwelt on the whites' boasts of
their superior refinement and civilization while making "savages
out of women and children" by permitting them to witness and
"cheer" lynchings.49 Another paper, the Muskogee Cimeter, argued
that in view of Lee's fate the leaders of the lynch mob should be sub-
jected to the same punishment.50

The nation's capital featured a black publication, the Washington
Bee-Baptist in affiliation, moderate to conservative in outlook, and
possessor of an interstate circulation. From today's perspective, the
Bee's reaction to the Durant and Purcell lynchings appears quite
unworldly. In the Bee editor's opinion, whenever whites lynched a
black man, God unfailingly visited retribution on the former in the
form of a calamity: "I will repay, saith the Lord."5 Significantly, it
warned blacks who might be thinking of settling in the once-attrac-
tive Oklahoma that it was a very racist state. The paper also quoted
Booker T. Washington, who at the time was attending a meeting of
the National Negro Business League. He decried the horrors and
other gross violations of legal processes, but he also urged that the
"lawless idlers among us be controlled so that they may not engen-
der racial bitterness."52

No members of the white press examined the events from the
standpoint of equal rights for blacks and whites. Had there been
out-of-state criticism of the lynchings, such an outlook might have
been presented or at least implied, but as it happened Northern
newspapers had few comments beyond reporting the facts. Their at-
tention was drawn to a simultaneous lynching and burning in a
more familiar locale than an obscure outpost in the Southwest.5 3 As
a result, Durant, as a typical community where a lynching had
transpired, escaped the outside condemnation that such events
usually produced and residents greatly resented.

Within Oklahoma, with a few exceptions, the papers with a
white clientele presented the Bryan County turmoil from a bla-
tantly pro-white viewpoint. The brutality of Lee's crimes and the
depth of white prejudices made that imperative if the papers were
to retain their readership. Most of the newspapers reveled in using
terms that probably further inflamed white prejudices. The news-
paper most directly concerned, the Durant Daily Democrat, in its
account of the day after the burning, referred to the murderer of
Fanny Campbell as "the devil on earth" who had committed "hellish
deeds."5 4 The Daily Oklahoman denounced the criminal as a "fiend"
who was "no better than a hydrophobic animal."5 5 Other epithets
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such as "beastly," black brutes," "niggers," and "human brute" were
commonly used.56

The newspapers were unanimous in asserting that, if somehow
Lee's life had been temporarily spared, only legal execution would
have sufficed; it appeared that in the entire state only Governor
Cruce opposed capital punishment. Several papers-the Marshall
County News-Democrat, the Bennington Tribune, and the Daily
Oklahoman-strongly implied that the people of Bryan County
were justified in resorting to lynching. 7 However, most papers, per-
haps concerned about the national reaction as well as undermining
of the law, held that the better course would have been to carry out
legal formalities followed by execution.

As for remedies, the favorite proposal, as the black papers point-
ed out, was to urge nonwhites to clean out their criminals and
ne'er-do-wells. None suggested that whites should conduct a similar
roundup of their own law-breakers. 58 Two Republican papers, the
Tulsa World and to a lesser extent the Muskogee Phoenix, offered a
more sympathetic picture, particularly as to the injustice of forcing
all the blacks to leave. 59 Although not without its own condescen-
sion, the Tulsa World in "An Inhuman Situation" offered the most
reasoned judgment that any state newspaper with a white reader-
ship would have been able to permit itself at the time:

Man's Inhumanity to Man is proverbial. If the man happens to be of
color then it's worse. We know of nothing more inhumane than the sit-
uation that has been brought about in Bryan County.... By what pro-
cess of reasoning, pray, do they justify their course in condemning ev-
ery citizen that has a black hide? If this is a logical thing with respect
to the negro race, what becomes of the boasted Anglo-Saxon? ... It is
the severest possible condemnation of the white people.6"
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